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Abstract
In this paper we briefly discuss Rings — an efficient lightweight library for commutative algebra.
Polynomial arithmetic, GCDs, polynomial factorization and Gro¨bner bases are implemented with
the use of modern asymptotically fast algorithms. Rings can be easily interacted or embedded in
applications in high-energy physics and other research areas via a simple API with fully typed
hierarchy of algebraic structures and algorithms for commutative algebra. The use of the Scala
language brings a quite novel powerful, strongly typed functional programming model allowing
to write short, expressive, and fast code for applications. At the same time Rings shows one of the
best performances among existing software for algebraic calculations.
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PROGRAM SUMMARY
Program Title: Rings
Licensing provisions: Apache 2.0
Programming language: Java, Scala
Computer: Any
Operating system: Linux/MacOS/Windows
No. of lines in distributed program, including test data, etc.: 101,433
Running time and RAM: Problem dependent
Nature of problem: Fast methods for rational function arithmetic, simplification of polynomial expressions,
Gro¨ebner bases and other related computer algebra methods naturally arising in physical applications
Solution method: Efficient implementation of modern asymptotically fast algorithms in Java language
External routines: Java 8 and higher, Scala 2.11 or 2.12
Additional comments: project page: https://github.com/PoslavskySV/rings,
documentation: http://rings.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
1. Introduction
Efficient implementation of polynomial rings and related concepts is crucial for modern com-
putational algebra. Computational research areas such as commutative algebra, algebraic geom-
etry, and number theory are tightly coupled with practical calculations in modern physics. For
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example, rational-function arithmetic is a key component of nearly all symbolic computations in
high-energy physics. More specialized algebraic concepts arise in, for example, computation of
(multi)loop Feynman diagrams: recent developments in this area are heavily based on such tools
as Gro¨bner bases, multivariate residues [1, 2], Nullstellensatz certificates [3], modular methods,
rational reconstruction [4], etc. It is also worth noting that in addition to physics, efficient methods
for polynomial rings are becoming to play an important role for other quite applied areas like cryp-
tography (see e.g. recent developments in homomorphic encryption [5]) or even machine learning
[6].
Among the modern open source software there are only few tools which are able to perform
routines such as multivariate polynomial GCD or factorization at a speed sufficient for challeng-
ing real-world problems. Existing tools with such functionality are commonly implemented as a
computer-algebra systems and each has its own interactive interface and domain-specific program-
ming language as the only means to interact with it (for example Singular [7] is one of the most
comprehensive and performant open-source systems for such type of computations). Applications
which internally use this kind of mathematics are dependent on an external large-scale system, and
all the users are forced to have the installation of the system on their machines. This complicates
portability and may be inconvenient. The above considerations serve as one of the motivations for
the development of the new open-source high-performance lightweight library (not a full-featured
system) for polynomial arithmetic with a clean API, which meets modern standards of software
development. Another, no less important motivation, was to achieve the best possible performance
by using the the most recent asymptotically fast algorithms and highly optimized implementation.
Several specialized open-source libraries which meet the above concern exist. The well-known
NTL [8] and FLINT [9] C/C++ libraries show unmatched performance in various aspects of com-
putational number theory, and are widely used in related applications (but they support only uni-
variate polynomial arithmetic). In high-energy physics, the GiNaC [10] C++ symbolic library and
especially FORM [11, 12] (though a computer-algebra system, it is quite lightweight and easily in-
teracted) are widely used for practical computations, and both have support of polynomial rings to
some extent. However, the performance of polynomial methods such as GCD is still not satisfac-
tory for applications heavily using polynomial arithmetic, so e.g. tools for multiloop computations
(see FIRE [13] or Reduze [14]) have to use more specialized closed-source mathematical libraries
(in particular Fermat [15], which is highly performant but misses implementation of some im-
portant mathematical concepts like Gro¨ebner bases or polynomial factorization). Rings covers all
computational topics mentioned above along with many other mathematical concepts while giving
quite high or even unmatched performance in many standard applications which arise in physics
on routine basis.
Rings is a cross-platform library written entirely in Java and thus fully compatible with any
modern JVM-based language (Scala/Closure/Kotlin/Groovy etc.), or easily interacted with from
native applications both on POSIX systems and Windows (either via Java native interface (C/C+)
or via simple pipes). The Scala extension allows for expressive type-safe interaction with the
library from within a custom Scala application, as well as from the REPL console. Both Java and
Scala are strongly and statically typed languages, and the mathematical structures used in Rings
also form a fully typed hierarchy, in contrast to many computer-algebra systems and libraries
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that operate either with untyped or weakly typed objects or use duck typing1. This strong typing
is manifested e.g. in the fact that polynomials from different rings have different compile-time
component types (example in Scala):
// poly in Z[x]
val polyZ : UnivariatePolynomial[IntZ] = ...
// poly in Q[x] (Q = Frac[Z])
val polyQ : UnivariatePolynomial[Rational[IntZ]] = ...
(in actual Scala code one can omit explicit type annotation in most places having them automati-
cally inferred at compile time).
In the next section we give an overview of the most important Rings features. Section 3
presents the benchmarks, Section 4 is dedicated to the algorithms and implementation aspects.
All examples in this paper are given in Scala. Examples in Java can be found at the Rings website
http://ringsalgebra.io and at http://rings.readthedocs.io. The source code of the library is hosted at
GitHub https://github.com/PoslavskySV/rings.
2. Overview
In a single sentence, Rings allows to construct different rings and perform arithmetic in them,
including both very basic math operations and advanced methods like polynomial factorization,
linear-systems solving and Gro¨ebner bases. Below we’ll illustrate these features in step-by-step
examples.
Our starting point is to take some ground ring, for example a finite fieldGF(17, 3), and perform
some basic math in it:
1 // Galois field GF(17, 3)
2 implicit val gf = GF(17, 3, "t")
3 // parse ring element from its string representation
4 val t = gf("t")
5 // or create element programmatically
6 val t1 = 1 + t.pow(2)
7 // do some basic math (+-*/) with elements of gf
8 val t2 = 3 + t1 - t.pow(22) / (1 + t + t1.pow(999))
It is worth emphasizing that while all explicit type annotations are usually omitted in the code, the
Scala compiler will in fact infer them automatically, so the above lines are actually treated as:
implicit val gf : Ring[UnivariatePolynomialZp64] = ...
val t : UnivariatePolynomialZp64 = ...
val t1 : UnivariatePolynomialZp64 = ...
val t2 : UnivariatePolynomialZp64 = ...
1one example of a computer-algebra package with a comprehensive type system is Axiom [16], which comes with
its own statically typed domain-specific programming language developing from mid 60s
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Here the Ring[E] interface is a super type for all rings, so Ring[UnivariatePolynomialZp64]
is a ring of elements of type UnivariatePolynomialZp64. The latter is used for univariate
polynomials over Zp — that is the actual representation of elements of Galois fields (a more
elaborate discussion of rings and polynomials is given in Section 4).
In line 4, an element is parsed from its string representation. This line is actually a syntactic
sugar for gf.parse("t"). In fact, there are several such methods for different conversions, which
are all may be called in the same way (this is a common pattern in Scala):
// from string
val elem = gf("1 + t^2")
// from Int
val unit = gf(1)
// from elements of other GF fields
val elementFromOtherField = GF(19, 5).randomElement()
val cast = gf(elementFromOtherField)
// synthetic sugar for multiple assignment
// val el1 = gf("t + 1"); val el2 = gf("t + 2")
val (el1, el2) = gf("t + 1", "t + 2")
Note that the ring gf in line 2 is defined implicit. This means that the Scala compiler will
delegate all math operations on objects of type UnivariatePolynomialZp64 to that implicit ring
instance (with the use of Scala implicit conversions):
t1 - t2 // is equivalent to gf.subtract(t1, t2)
t1 * t2 // is equivalent to gf.multiply(t1, t2)
3 + t1 // is equivalent to gf.add(gf.valueOf(3), t1)
With no implicit keyword specified, math operations will be performed as plain polynomial op-
erations. For example, (t1 + t2) will be treated as t1.add(t2) instead of gf.add(t1, t2):
obviously, addition of elements in the Galois field is not the same as simple addition of polynomi-
als.
The ground ring GF(17, 3) was chosen only for our illustration purposes. In fact one can use
any of the built-in rings absolutely in the same manner. The built-in rings include Z, Q, Q(i),
Zp, GF(p, k) (with arbitrary large p), field extensions F(α1, . . . , αs) (including algebraic number
fields), Frac(R), R[x] and R[~X] where R is an arbitrary ground ring (which may be either one or
any combination of the listed rings). Rings uses a specifically optimized implementation for some
particular rings in order to achieve the best performance. For example, the ring Zp with p less than
264 (machine integer) has a different implementation than the same ring with larger p. Likewise,
polynomials over Zp with p less than and greater than 264 (like UnivariatePolynomialZp64
from our example) also have different implementations.
Our next step it to define some multivariate polynomial ring over the ground ring GF(17, 3).
Below we define such ring and perform some math operations in the same fashion as we did above:
7 // multivariate ring GF(17, 3)[x, y, z]
8 implicit val ring = MultivariateRing(gf, Array("x", "y", "z"), GREVLEX)
9 val (x, y, z) = ring("x", "y", "z")
4
10 // construct some multivariate polynomials
11 val p1 = (t.pow(2) + 1)*x*y.pow(2)*z + (t + 1)*x.pow(5) * z*y.pow(6) + 1
12 val p2 = p1.pow(2) + (t + 1)*x.pow(2)*y.pow(2) + (t.pow(9) + 1)*z.pow(7)
Again, the ring instance is defined implicit so that all math operations with multivariate poly-
nomials (which have type MultivariatePolynomial[UnivariatePolynomialZp64] in our ex-
ample) will be delegated to that instance.
In line 8 we explicitly specified to use the GREVLEX monomial order for multivariate poly-
nomials. This choice affects some algorithms like multivariate division and Gro¨bner bases. The
explicit order may be omitted (GREVLEX will be used by default). Several mathematical operations
are especially important in the rings of polynomials:
14 // standard division with remainder
15 val (div, rem) = p2 /% p1
16 // define a set of polynomial generators
17 val (i1, i2, i3) = (x + y + z, x - y - z, y.pow(2) - z.pow(2))
18 // do multivariate division with remainder (polynomial reduction)
19 val (div1, div2, div3, rem1) = p2 /%/% (i1, i2, i3)
20 assert ( p2 == div1 * i1 + div2 * i2 + div3 * i3 + rem1 )
21 // construct Ideal from a set of generators
22 // (Groebner basis with GREVLEX order will be automatically computed)
23 val ideal = Ideal(Seq(i1, i2, i3), GREVLEX)
24 // reduce poly modulo ideal
25 val p3 = p2 %% ideal
(a full list of operators defined in Scala (like those /%, /%/%, %% used above) can be found in the
online manual).
Simple division with remainder is supported for all Euclidean rings. This and other properties
of rings may be checked by means of the following methods:
ring.isEuclideanRing // whether ring is Euclidean ring
ring.isField // whether ring is a field
ring.isFinite // whether ring is finite
ring.cardinality // ring cardinality (BigInteger)
ring.characteristic // ring characteristic (BigInteger)
Polynomial greatest common divisors and polynomial factorization work for polynomials over
all available built-in rings. Continue our example:
24 // GCD of polynomials from GF(17, 3)[x, y, z]
25 val gcd1 = PolynomialGCD(p1 * p3, p2 * p3)
26 assert ( gcd1 % p3 === 0 )
27 val gcd2 = PolynomialGCD(p1 * p3, p2 * p3 + 1)
28 assert ( gcd2.isConstant )
29
30 // large polynomial from GF(17, 3)[x, y, z]
31 // with more than 4 × 103 terms and total degree of 145
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32 val hugePoly = p1 * p2.pow(2) * p3.pow(3)
33 // factorize it
34 val factors = Factor(hugePoly)
This is one of the key features of the Rings library: it does polynomial GCD and factorization of
really huge polynomials over different ground rings robustly and fast. The performance achieved
in Rings is one of the best among the existing software (see Section 3).
To illustrate how the performance of e.g. polynomial GCD is manifested in applications, sup-
pose we need to solve a system of linear equations with symbolic coefficients — a task which
arises frequently in many mathematical (e.g. sparse Hensel lifting or computation of Gro¨bner
bases) and physical (e.g. reduction of loop integrals) applications. It is worth noting that linear
systems arising in, for example, the Passarino–Veltman method for expressing tensor one-loop
integrals through scalar integrals may be quite huge (e.g. for a QCD process with four incoming
and four outgoing quarks, one may need to reduce 367 × 367 matrices with non-trivial symbolic
coefficients). To solve such tricky systems in a field of rational functions one may try luck with
direct methods (plug the system as is with rational coefficients) or use e.g. modular techniques
[4], which implies switching from the Q ground ring to some finite field (i.e. replacing all rational
numbers with their images modulo some prime number). Rings allows to solve linear systems
over arbitrary fields quite efficiently, so one can try both approaches. In the continuation of our
example, we use GF(17, 3)[x, y, z] for the ring of coefficients, so the solution belongs to the field
of rational functions over 3 variables with coefficients from GF(17, 3). This can be accomplished
in Rings easily:
35 // field of rational functions Frac(GF(17, 3)[x, y, z])
36 implicit val ratRing = Frac(ring)
37 // convert x, y, z and t to elements of Frac(GF(17, 3)[x, y, z])
38 // that is rationals with unit denominators
39 val (rx, ry, rz, rt) = ratRing(x, y, z, ring(t))
40 // lhs matrix
41 val lhs =
42 Array(
43 Array(rt + rx + rz, ry * rz, rz - rx * ry),
44 Array(rx - ry - rt, rx / ry, rz + rx / ry),
45 Array(rx * ry / rt, rx + ry, rz / rx + ry)
46 )
47 // rhs column
48 val rhs = Array(rx, ry, rz)
49 // solve the system with Gaussian elimination
50 val solution = LinearSolver.solve[ratRing.ElementType](ratRing, lhs, rhs)
The standard Gaussian elimination uses O(n3) field operations, which means O(n3) multivariate
polynomial GCDs (since each fraction should be reduced). The speed-up of the polynomial GCD
by a factor two reduces the time to solve the entire system by nearly an order of magnitude —
that’s why rational function arithmetic often becomes a bottleneck in such computations.
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Line 40 is a syntactic sugar which converts elements of ring (multivariate polynomials) to
elements of ratRing (rational functions), that is:
val rx = Rational(x, 1) // x is numerator and 1 is denominator
val ry = Rational(y, 1) // y is numerator and 1 is denominator
...
The type that will be inferred for variables rx, ry, rz and rt is:
Rational[MultivariatePolynomial[UnivariatePolynomialZp64]]
Another important feature of Rings is that it is a library which allows to write short and ex-
pressive code on top of it. Consider the following short example, which implements a solver for
Diophantine equations — that is a straightforward generalization of the extended GCD on more
than two arguments (algorithm from Sec. 4.5 in [17]):
51 /**
52 * Solves equation
∑
fisi = gcd( f1, . . . , fN) for given fi and unknown si
53 * @return a tuple (gcd, solution)
54 */
55 def solveDiophantine[E](fi: Seq[E])(implicit ring: Ring[E]) =
56 fi.foldLeft((ring(0), Seq.empty[E])) { case ((gcd, seq), f) =>
57 val xgcd = ring.extendedGCD(gcd, f)
58 (xgcd(0), seq.map(_ * xgcd(1)) :+ xgcd(2))
59 }
With this function it is very easy to implement, for example, an efficient algorithm for partial frac-
tion decomposition with just a few lines of code. The resulting function will work with elements
of arbitrary fields of fractions:
60 /** Computes partial fraction decomposition of given rational */
61 def apart[E](frac: Rational[E]) = {
62 implicit val ring: Ring[E] = frac.ring
63 val facs = ring.factor(frac.denominator).map {case (f, exp) => f.pow(exp)}
64 val (gcd, nums) = solveDiophantine(facs.map(frac.denominator / _))
65 val (ints, rats) = (nums zip facs)
66 .map { case (num, den) => Rational(frac.numerator * num, den * gcd) }
67 .flatMap(_.normal) // extract integral parts from fractions
68 .partition(_.isIntegral) // separate integrals and fractions
69 rats :+ ints.foldLeft(Rational(ring(0)))(_ + _)
70 }
71
72 // partial fraction decomposition for rationals
73 // gives List(184/479, (-10)/13, 1/8, (-10)/47, 1)
74 val qFracs = apart( Q("1234213 / 2341352") )
75
76 // partial fraction decomposition for rational functions
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77 val ufRing = Frac(UnivariateRingZp64(17, "x"))
78 // gives List(4/(16+x), 1/(10+x), 15/(1+x), (14*x)/(15+7*x+x^2))
79 val pFracs = apart( ufRing("1 / (3 - 3*x^2 - x^3 + x^5)") )
Function apart[E] is defined as a generic function which can be applied to fractions over elements
of arbitrary rings (that should be Euclidean rings of course). Returning to our initial example where
we’ve constructed a field GF(17, 3)[x, y, z], let us adjoin a new variable, say W, and construct the
partial fraction decomposition in this complicated field:
80 // partial fraction decomposition of rational functions
81 // in the ring Frac(GF(17, 3)[x, y, z])[W]
82 implicit val uRing = UnivariateRing(ratRing, "W")
83 val W = uRing("W")
84 val fracs = apart(Rational(W + 1, (rx/ry + W.pow(2)) * (rz/rx + W.pow(3))))
The function call on the last line involves nearly all main components of Rings library: from very
basic algebra to multivariate factorization over sophisticated rings.
The last example is actually closely related to a problem of “partial fractioning” of loop inte-
grals, i.e. transforming a loop-integral expression to a sum where each denominator contains only
linearly (or, in general, algebraically) independent factors. The apart function implemented with
just a few lines of code is actually almost ready to do this task in case of one-loop integrals (as ap-
plied in the last example, with few modifications, see e.g. [18]). However, for two- and more-loop
integrals a more sophisticated code with Gro¨ebner bases and Nullstellensatz certificates computa-
tion [3, 19] is required. Still, Rings provides all the instruments to implement this task efficiently
(in fact, there are built-in functions for computing Nullstellensatz certificates and partial fraction
decompositions of multivariate fractions implemented in GroebnerMethods class).
The above examples show how powerful the features of Rings in a combination with expressive
and type-safe Scala syntax may be used to implement quite a non-trivial and generic functionality
with little effort.
3. Benchmarks
The speed of Rings was tested on four important problems: multivariate polynomial GCD (a
key component of rational function arithmetic), multivariate polynomial factorization, univariate
polynomial factorization, and Gro¨ebner bases. The internal implementation of the correspond-
ing algorithms uses nearly all components of the library, so it is a good indicator of the overall
performance.
All benchmarks presented below were executed on MacBook Pro (15-inch, 2017), 3,1 GHz
Intel Core i7, 16 GB 2133 MHz LPDDR3 (unless otherwise noted). All benchmarking problems
and instructions how to reproduce the results are available at Rings github page. Performance of
Rings (v2.3.2) was compared to Mathematica (v11.1.1.0), Singular (v4.1.0), FORM (v4.2.0) [12],
and Fermat (v6.19).
3.1. Multivariate GCD and factorization
Two corner cases are important for nearly all algorithms with multivariate polynomials: very
dense problems and very sparse problems. In fact, most problems that arise in practice are sparse,
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especially those which arise in physics. On the other hand, dense problems can arise too, e.g.
a very sparse polynomial (x10y10z10 + 1) becomes quite dense under a simple substitution x →
x + 1, y→ y + 1, z→ z + 1.
Another important fact is that many multivariate algorithms are quite sensitive to the properties
of the ground ring. For example, the algorithms for GCD or factorization in Z[~X], Zp[~X] with
medium p (32-bit) and Zp[~X] with very small p (e.g. p = 2) are quite different.
Finally, both GCD and factorization may have two results: the trivial result (GCD of coprime
or factorization of irreducible polynomial) and the non-trivial result. In most practical situations
(especially in physics or calculus) the first case happens much more often than the second. So, it
is a very important property of the algorithm to detect the trivial answer as early as possible.
In the below benchmarks we addressed the above considerations and performed separate tests
for sparse and dense inputs over different ground rings with both non-trivial and trivial answers.
3.1.1. Multivariate GCD
To test the performance of GCD on sparse polynomials, we proceed as follows. Polynomials
a, b, and g of a fixed size were generated at random. Then the GCDs gcd(ag, bg) (non-trivial,
should result in multiple of g) and gcd(ag + 1, bg) (trivial) were calculated. The performance of
GCD algorithms is quite sensitive to the shapes of the input polynomials, so two different methods
for generating random polynomials were used. In both methods, monomials were generated in-
dependently, while the exponents in each monomial were distributed according to one of the two
distributions:
• uniform exponents distribution: given two values Dmin and Dmax, the exponent of each
variable in the monomial is chosen independently and uniformly between Dmin ≤ exp <
Dmax, so the total degree of the monomial is obtained in the range [NDmin,NDmax]
• sharp exponents distribution: given a single value Dsum, the exponents are chosen accord-
ing to some multinomial distribution, so that the total degree is exactly Dsum. In particular,
the exponent of some random first variable is chosen uniformly in 0 ≤ exp1 ≤ Dsum, then
the exponent of some next variable is chosen uniformly in 0 ≤ exp2 ≤ (Dsum − exp1) and so
on. Obviously, this method gives quite “sharp” distribution of exponents in the monomials.
Figure 1 shows how performance of different libraries behave with the increase of the number
of variables. For this benchmark, polynomials a, b and g had size 40 (so the products ag and bg
had at most 1600 terms each). For uniform distribution of exponents the values Dmin = 0 and
Dmax = 30 were used. For sharp distribution of exponents Dsum = 50 was used. The two upper
plots correspond to the characteristic zero (polynomials overZ), and the lower plot to characteristic
two (polynomials over Z2). In the latter case only Rings and Singular were compared since other
libraries either don’t support GCD in Zp[~X] (FORM doesn’t support and Fermat has support only
for relatively large characteristic) or performance was extremely low (Mathematica was nearly
103 times slower in each of the considered problems). In all considered problems performance of
Rings was unmatched. Notably, its performance almost doesn’t depend on the number of variables
in such sparse problems.
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Figure 1: Dependence of multivariate GCD performance on the number of variables. Each problem set contains 110
problems, points correspond to the median times, and the error bands correspond to the smallest and largest execution
time required to compute the GCD within the problem set. If computation of a single GCD took more than 8 hours
(timeout) it was aborted and the timeout value was adjoined to the statistics. Two upper plots correspond to the
two different methods of generating random polynomials (described in the text), both performed for characteristic
zero (polynomials over Z). The bottom plot for characteristic 2 (polynomials over Z2) was obtained using only the
uniform method for the generation of random polynomials. The parameters of the random polynomials are given in
the text.
Figure 2 shows performance behavior with the increase of the input size. For this benchmark,
polynomials a, b and g were generated using only sharp exponents distribution with Dsum = 50.
Polynomials over 3 (left plot) and 4 (right plot) variables were used. Sizes of polynomials a, b and
g were chosen from the set [50, 100, 500, 1000, 5000], so the products ag and bg had more than
106 terms in the hardest case (those polynomials span more than 1 GB of space when saved in a
text form). The left and right plots on Figure 2 actually correspond to a quite different cases.
Since there are only about 503 different monomials of total degree 50 in 3 variables, the input
polynomials ag and bg from the left plot of Figure 2 can have at most 2 × 503 different monomial
terms, i.e. when their sizes tend to this limit, the input problem becomes very dense. This is
reflected in the fact that the performance observably degrades for all considered tools. Only Fermat
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Figure 2: Dependence of multivariate GCD performance on the size of input polynomials. Polynomials over 3 vari-
ables were used for the left plot, and over 4 variables for the right. In the latter case Singular and Fermat succeeded
to obtain the answer within 24 hours only for a subset of considered problems. Rings required nearly 15Gb of RAM
for rightmost point on the right plot, while other tools required nearly 1.5 times less.
shows better performance in this case. In contrast, polynomials from the right plot of Figure 2 are
still quite sparse even when their size is about 106. In this (the hardest) case, Rings required nearly
15 GB of RAM, while other tools required nearly 1.5 times less.
To further investigate the performance of GCD on dense problems, the following relatively
dense problem was considered:
a = (1 + 3x1 + 5x2 + 7x3 + 9x4 + 11x5 + 13x6 + 15x7)7 − 1 (1)
b = (1 − 3x1 − 5x2 − 7x3 + 9x4 − 11x5 − 13x6 + 15x7)7 + 1 (2)
g = (1 + 3x1 + 5x2 + 7x3 + 9x4 + 11x5 + 13x6 − 15x7)7 + 3 (3)
The results are summarized in Table 1.
Problem Ground ring Rings Mathematica FORM Fermat Singular
gcd(ag, bg) Z 104s 115s 148s 1759s 141s
gcd(ag, bg + 1) Z 0.4s 2s 0.3s 0.1s 0.4s
gcd(ag, bg) Z524287 25s 33s N/A 147s 46s
gcd(ag, bg + 1) Z524287 0.5s 2s N/A 0.2s 0.2s
Table 1: Time to compute gcd(ag, bg) and gcd(ag, bg + 1) for dense polynomials given in (1), (2), (3).
3.1.2. Multivariate factorization
To test the performance of multivariate factorization on sparse polynomials we proceed as
follows. Three polynomials a, b, and c with 20 terms each were generated at random. Then
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the factorizations of (abc) (non-trivial, should give at least three factors) and (abc + 1) (trivial,
irreducible) were calculated. Uniform distribution of exponents with Dmin = 0 and Dmax = 30
(see above section) was used to generate random polynomials. For factorization benchmarks only
Rings and Singular were used, since other tools either don’t support multivariate factorization
(Fermat), or has only very basic support (Mathematica and FORM), so that nearly all considered
sparse problems were intractable for them.
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Figure 3: Dependence of multivariate factorization performance on the number of variables. Each problem set con-
tained 110 problems, points correspond to the median times and the error bands correspond to the smallest and largest
execution time required to compute the factorization within the problem set. The upper plot corresponds to the trivial
factorization problems (abc + 1), the lower to non-trivial factorizations (abc). Parameters of random polynomials are
given in the text.
Figure 3 shows how performance of multivariate factorization depends on the number of vari-
ables. It follows that the median time required to compute factorization changes quite slowly,
while some outlying points (typically ten times slower than median values) appear when the num-
ber of variables becomes large. A more detailed analysis shows that those outliers are actually
points where the sparse algorithms failed and the problem was solved using dense methods. Actu-
ally, modern multivariate factorization methods contain some heuristics to decide when to switch
between sparse and dense algorithms, and these heuristics may be implemented in a quite different
way in different libraries. Figure 4 shows the typical time distributions for polynomial factoriza-
tion of polynomials in seven variables over Z ground ring. Notably, Singular crashed on some
problems with either segfault or out-of-memory errors2 — such points were excluded from com-
parison.
2bug report submitted to Singular developers
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Figure 4: Comparison of Rings and Singular performance on multivariate factorization in Z[x1, . . . , x7]
.
Problem Ground ring Rings Singular Mathematica
f actor(p1) Z 55s 20s 271s
f actor(p1) Z2 0.25s > 1h N/A
f actor(p1) Z524287 28s 109s N/A
f actor(p2) Z 23s 12s 206s
f actor(p2) Z2 6s 3s N/A
f actor(p2) Z524287 26s 9s N/A
Table 2: Time to compute factorization of dense polynomials given in (4) and (5).
To further investigate performance on dense problems, factorization of the following relatively
dense polynomials was tested:
p1 = (1 + 3x1 + 5x2 + 7x3 + 9x4 + 11x5 + 13x6 + 15x7)15 − 1 (4)
p2 = −1 + (1 + 3x1x2 + 5x2x3 + 7x3x4 + 9x4x5 + 11x5x6 + 13x6x7 + 15x7x1)3
×(1 + 3x1x3 + 5x2x4 + 7x3x5 + 9x6x5 + 11x7x6 + 13x6x1 + 15x7x2)3
×(1 + 3x1x4 + 5x2x5 + 7x3x6 + 9x6x7 + 11x7x1 + 13x6x2 + 15x7x3)3
(5)
It is worth to admit that the first polynomial has unit leading coefficient with respect to any of
its variables, while the second has not (these two corner cases are very differently treated by
many known factorization algorithms). The results are listed in Table 2. It is seen that Rings and
Singular have comparable performance.
3.2. Gro¨ebner bases
Performance of Gro¨ebner bases was tested on classical Katsura and cyclic polynomial systems.
In all cases graded reverse lexicographic order was used to compute the Gro¨ebner basis. Results
are summarized in Table 3. Timings are in general comparable between Rings and Singular for
polynomial ideals over Zp while for Q Rings behaves worse. It should be noted that for very hard
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problems a much more efficient dedicated tools like FGB [20] (proprietary) or OpenF4 [21] (open
source) exist.
Problem Ground ring Rings Mathematica Singular
cyclic-7 Z1000003 3s 26s N/A
cyclic-8 Z1000003 51s 897s 39s
cyclic-9 Z1000003 14603s ∞ 8523s
katsura-7 Z1000003 0.5s 2.4s 0.1s
katsura-8 Z1000003 2s 24s 1s
katsura-9 Z1000003 2s 22s 1s
katsura-10 Z1000003 9s 216s 9s
katsura-11 Z1000003 54s 2295s 65s
katsura-12 Z1000003 363s 28234s 677s
katsura-7 Q 5s 4s 1.2s
katsura-8 Q 39s 27s 10s
katsura-9 Q 40s 29s 10s
katsura-10 Q 1045s 251s 124s
Table 3: Time required to compute Gro¨ebner basis in graded reverse lexicographic order. For cyclic-9 problem Rings
required about 50 GB of RAM to succeed, so it was executed on Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2683 v3 @ 2.00GHz, 512
GB 2133 MHz DIMM.
3.3. Univariate factorization in finite fields
Efficient univariate polynomial arithmetic is crucial for applications in number theory and
cryptography, not to mention the fact that most multivariate algorithms use univariate in the basis.
Univariate factorization in finite fields actually covers almost all low-level aspects of univariate
arithmetic, so it is a quite good indicator of its overall performance.
To test the univariate factorization performance we used the following polynomials:
pdeg[x] = 1 +
i≤deg∑
i=1
i × xi (6)
and measured time to factor over Z17 and Z231−1. The speed was compared to NTL (v10.4.0) and
FLINT (v2.5.2). Results are shown in Figure 5. It is seen that while Rings has better performance
than Mathematica , it has worse asymptotic at large degrees than NTL and FLINT. Since Rings
uses the same algorithms for univariate polynomial factorization as NTL and FLINT (see next
Section), the difference comes from the fact that NTL/FLINT use algorithms with better asymp-
totic complexity for univariate polynomial multiplication (namely algorithms based on Discrete
Fast Fourier Transformation).
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Figure 5: Univariate factorization performance on polynomials (6) over Z17 (left) and Z231−1 (right).
4. Implementation notes
Rings is separated into several main components. They include:
• rings.bigint: arbitrary precision arithmetic
• rings.primes: prime numbers, prime factorization and primality test
• rings.poly.univar: univariate polynomials and related algorithms
• rings.poly.multvar: multivariate polynomials and related algorithms
• rings.scaladsl: type classes and syntax definitions for Scala API
In the subsequent sections we briefly discuss each component, but before some comments about
the general design of the library are in order.
4.1. General design
Rings is written in object-oriented paradigm with a deep use of abstraction, inheritance, and
generic programming. On top of the Java API the Scala API brings powerful strongly typed
functional programming model, which allows to write short and expressive code for applications.
The central top-level interface Ring[E] defines ring operations on elements of type E (ad-
dition, multiplication, etc.) and ring properties (cardinality, characteristic, etc.). All built-in
rings in the library are subtypes of Ring[E]. For example, IPolynomialRing[Poly, Coef]
is a subtype which is a super type for all polynomial rings. The second central interface is
IPolynomial[Poly], which is the top-level interface for all polynomial types (Rings uses several
different implementations of polynomials, discussed in the subsections below). The following ex-
ample illustrates generic programming with abstract mathematical types in Rings with the use of
functional programming in Scala:
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/** Lagrange univariate polynomial interpolation: p(x) =
∑
i p(xi)Π j,i
x −x j
xi−x j */
def interpolate[Poly <: IUnivariatePolynomial[Poly], Coef]
(points: Seq[Coef], values: Seq[Coef])
(implicit ring: IUnivariateRing[Poly, Coef]) : Poly = {
// implicit coefficient ring (setups algebraic operators on type Coef)
implicit val cfRing: Ring[Coef] = ring.cfRing
if (!cfRing.isField) throw new IllegalArgumentException
points.indices
.foldLeft( ring(0) ) { case (sum, i) =>
sum + points.indices
.filter(_ != i)
.foldLeft( ring(values(i)) ) { case (product, j) =>
product * (ring.‘x‘ - points(j)) / (points(i) - points(j))
}
}
}
Function interpolate from the above example is a generic function which applies to a sequence
of interpolation points and polynomial values at these points. Note that all types of objects
(which are omitted in code) are inferred at compile time. This powerful feature allows to use
two distinct implicit rings in the function body: ring which defines algebraic operations on type
Poly (polynomials) and cfRing which defines algebraic operations on type Coef (polynomial
coefficients). Function interpolate(points, values) can be applied in any ring of univariate
polynomials:
// coefficient field Frac(Z2[a, b, c] )
val cfRing = Frac(MultivariateRingZp64(2, Array("a", "b", "c")))
val (a, b, c) = cfRing("a", "b", "c")
// univariate ring Frac(Z2[a, b, c] )[x]
implicit val ring = UnivariateRing(cfRing, "x")
// interpolate with Lagrange formula
val data = Seq(a -> b, b -> c, c -> a)
val poly = interpolate(data.map(_._1), data.map(_._2))
assert(data.forall { case (p, v) => poly.eval(p) == v })
In this example, the compile-time type of poly (which is again omitted for shortness) will be auto-
matically inferred as UnivariatePolynomial[Rational[MultivariatePolynomialZp64]].
4.2. Arithmetic with integers
Java has out-of-the-box support for arbitrary-precision arithmetic with integer and floating-
point numbers via the BigInteger and BigDecimal classes. Historically, Java’s built-in imple-
mentation was much slower than, for example, the well-known GNU Multiple Precision Arith-
metic Library (GMP) [22], which has became the de facto standard of arbitrary-precision soft-
ware. The difference was really noticeable in the real-world computing applications. The sit-
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uation became much better with the release of Java 8, which contained Karatsuba and Toom–
Cook [23] methods for integer multiplication. Rings uses a further improved implementation of
BigInteger3 with the support of Scho¨nhage–Strassen [23] multiplication and Barrett [24] divi-
sion for very large integers. With these improvements, performance of arbitrary-precision arith-
metic has ceased to be the bottleneck and now has a little impact on a high-level methods like
polynomial GCD or factorization (although it is still not so performant as in GMP, and still may
be the bottleneck for computing some challenging Gro¨ebner bases over Q).
Another important implementation aspect concerns arithmetic in the ring Zp with p < 264, that
is integer arithmetic modulo some machine number. Though it may be hidden from the user’s eye,
arithmetic in this ring actually lies in the basis of the most part of fundamental algorithms and
directly affects performance of nearly all computations. On the CPU level the modulo operation is
implemented via DIV instruction (integer division), which is known to be very slow: for example
on the recent Intel Skylake architecture DIV has 20–80 times worse throughput than MUL instruction
[25]. Hopefully, arithmetic operations in Zp are done modulo a fixed modulus p, which allows to
make some preconditioning on p and reduce DIV operations to MUL. The idea is the following
[24]: given a fixed p we compute once the value of magic = [2n/p] with a sufficiently large
n (so that magic is some non-zero machine number), and then for arbitrary integer a we have
[a/p] = (a × magic)/2n, so the DIV instruction is replaced with one MUL and one SHIFT (division
by a power of two is just a bitwise shift, very fast). The actual implementation in fact requires
some more work to do (for details see Chapter 10 in [26]). The implementation used in Rings
gained 3-fold increase in speed for modular arithmetic in comparison to the implementation via
native CPU instructions4.
4.3. Prime numbers
Problems with prime numbers (primality test, integer factorization, generating primes, etc.) are
key computational problems of modern number theory and cryptography. Though Rings doesn’t
address these problems rigorously, it contains methods that are required for efficient implementa-
tion of some high-level algorithms with polynomials. These methods include:
• SmallPrimes — factorization and primality test for integers less than 232. It uses the Miller–
Rabin [27, 28] probabilistic primality test in such a way that result is always guaranteed5 and
trial divisions for integer factorization (which is very fast for such small inputs).
• BigPrimes — factorization and primality test for arbitrarily large integers. It switches be-
tween Pollard-ρ [29], Pollard-P1 [30] and Quadratic Sieve [31, 32] algorithms for prime
factorization and uses Miller–Rabin probabilistic and Lucas [32] strong primality tests.
• SieveOfAtkin and PrimesIterator — simple implementation of the sieve of Atkin [33]
and methods for primes generation.
3a fork of https://github.com/tbuktu/bigint
4see https://github.com/PoslavskySV/libdivide4j which is a Java port of well known C/C++
libdivide library (https://libdivide.com)
5code is adapted from Apache Commons Math library http://commons.apache.org/proper/commons-math/
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4.4. Univariate polynomials
Univariate polynomials are implemented as dense arrays of coefficients. There are two distinct
implementations (see Fig. 6): polynomials over generic ground rings (UnivariatePolynomial[E])
and polynomials over Zp with p < 264 (UnivariatePolynomialZp64). The latter one uses prim-
itive long integers to store coefficient data, that’s why it is implemented separately: to avoid the
considerable cost of Java’s boxing and unboxing.
Multiplication of polynomials — the most used and time consuming primitive operation —
is handled via Karatsuba’s method, which reduces the cost of single multiplication from O(n2)
to O(nlog2 3). The counterpart of multiplication – polynomial division with remainder — switches
between classical division and division via Newton’s iteration (see Sec. 9 in [17]). The Newton
iteration is essentially similar to the trick Rings uses for fast arithmetic inZp: it allows to reduce the
division to multiplication by a some precomputed “inverse” polynomial followed by some trivial
coefficients rearrangement. This techniques becomes especially useful when several divisions by
a fixed polynomial are required (case arising in many algorithms): one can compute the inverse
only once and use it in all further divisions. This is also used in the implementation of Galois
fields GF(p, q) which are represented as univariate polynomials over Zp reduced modulo some
minimal polynomial r(x) with deg(r) = q (that is Zp[x]/〈r(x)〉). Fast division is easily accessible
via high-level interface:
// some univariate polynomials
val divider = ... ; val dividend = ...
// quotient and remainder using classical division methods
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val (divPlain, remPlain) = dividend /% divider
// precomputed Newton’s inverses
implicit val inverse = divider.precomputedInverses
// quotient and remainder using Newton’s iteration (fast)
val (divFast, remFast) = dividend /%% divider
assert((divPlain, remPlain) == (divFast, remFast))
Univariate GCD is implemented with the use of several different methods. For polynomials
over finite fields it switches between the classic Euclid algorithm (for small polynomials) and fast
Half-GCD algorithm (for medium and large polynomials, see Sec. 11 in [17]). For polynomials
over Z and Q, the small-primes version of Brown’s modular GCD algorithm [34] is used. Similar
modular algorithms [35, 36] are used for GCDs over algebraic number fields Q(α). In all other
cases, the subresultant GCD algorithm is used.
Univariate polynomial factorization is implemented with the use of Cantor–Zassenhaus ap-
proach. Factorization over finite fields is done either via plain Cantor–Zassenhaus algorithm [37]
(for medium-sized polynomials) or Shoup’s baby-step giant-step algorithm [38] (for large poly-
nomials or for finite fields with large characteristic). Factorization of polynomials over Z is done
first by factoring modulo some 32-bit prime, followed by a true factor reconstruction via Hensel
lifting. Reconstruction of true factors from the modular ones is what dominates in the timing of
factorization over Z. Rings uses a mixed variant of linear and quadratic Hensel lifting (see Sec. 6
in [39]) in order to lift modular factors up to sufficiently large modulus. The true factors are then
finally reconstructed by a brute-force enumeration of all possible factor combinations (“naive” re-
combination). This technique is quite fast for practical applications: in randomized tests most time
is spent in actual Hensel lifting, while final recombination takes much less. Nevertheless, the bad
case has exponential complexity. It takes place on a special class of polynomials — Swinnerton-
Dyer polynomials [40] — which have nontrivial factorization over Zp (for any p) but irreducible
over Z. On these inputs the algorithm degrades to enumeration of all possible modular factor com-
binations which are O(2r), r being the number of modular factors. The drawback is fixed by van
Hoeij’s algorithm [41] which uses LLL lattice reduction [42] to reconstruct true factors in O(r3),
but this algorithm is not implemented in Rings yet. For factorization of polynomials over algebraic
number fields Q(α) Rings uses Trager’s algorithm [43].
4.5. Multivariate polynomials
Rings uses sparse distributed representation of multivariate polynomials. The underlying data
structure is a red–black map of degree vectors to monomials: Java’s built-in TreeMap[DegreeVector,
Monomial] is used. As in the case of univariate polynomials, there are two distinct implementa-
tions (see Fig. 6): polynomials over generic ground rings (MultivariatePolynomial[E]) and
polynomials over Zp with p < 264 (MultivariatePolynomialZp64).
Multiplication of multivariate polynomials is done via Kronecker substitution (see e.g. Sec. 8.4
in [17] and [44]), i.e. by reducing multivariate multiplication to a multiplication of sparse univari-
ate polynomials by appropriate replacement of variables. Sparse univariate multiplication is done
with a plain O(nm log(nm)) algorithm (where n and m are numbers of nonzero terms in polynomi-
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als and the logarithm occurs due to search in the tree), hence the complexity of multivariate mul-
tiplication is also O(nm log(nm)). Nevertheless, Kronecker substitution allows to significantly (up
to an order of magnitude) reduce the constant overhead: TreeMap[DegreeVector, Monomial]
(sparse multivariate) is replaced with TreeMap[Long, Monomial] (sparse univariate) which is
significantly faster (both on get() and put() operations) since comparing of long keys is much
faster than comparing of DegreeVectors [44]. Actually, one can speed up even more by using
HashMap instead of TreeMap since order of the intermediate terms is irrelevant. The strategy de-
scribed above performs especially well on sparse polynomials (which is the common use case).
It is also satisfactory for a dense ones, while certainly in this case it would be better to switch to
dense recursive representation and use asymptotically fast univariate multiplication.
Multivariate GCD switches between Zippel-like sparse interpolation algorithms [45, 46] and
Enhanced Extended Zassenhaus algorithm (EEZ-GCD) [47]. The latter is used only on a very
dense problems (which occur rarely), while the former is actually used in most cases. While sparse
algorithms are designed to perform well on sparse polynomials, they are actually quite fast on most
dense problems too. These algorithms require that the ground ring contains a sufficient number
of elements (so they will always fail in e.g. Z2[~X]). When the cardinality of a ground ring is not
sufficiently large, Rings switches to a Kaltofen–Monagan generic modular algorithm [48], which
performs very well in practice. We have also implemented Brown’s [34] and Extended Zassenhaus
(EZ-GCD) [49] algorithms, but they are considerably slower both in asymptotic complexity and in
practice. For polynomials over algebraic number fields, the modular approach with either sparse
(Zippel) or dense (EEZ-GCD) interpolation is used with further rational-number reconstruction
[36]. It is worth to mention that the implementation of multivariate GCD in Rings is thoroughly
optimized and takes more than 6,000 lines of code: all corner cases are carefully examined and
specifically optimized and a lot of heuristics is used, based on thousands of benchmarks with both
randomized and special input. As result the algorithms actually implemented in Rings are quite
different from those described in the original papers and the similarity remains only in the basic
ideas.
It is worth briefly sketching several heuristic tricks used in Rings to boost multivariate GCD
algorithms. The actual amount of calculations in any algorithm is strictly dependent on the GCD
degree bounds (these bounds are the input parameter in almost all algorithms). The obvious upper
bound, which is usually used in practice, is the minimal degree of input polynomials n(est.)i =
min(n(a)i , n
(b)
i ). This estimation is too rough since GCD typically has smaller degrees (or even
trivial). For example, the amount of work performed in Brown’s algorithm is proportional to
S B = ΠNi=2n
(est.)
i where ni is the true degree of i-th variable in the GCD and n
(est.)
i is the estimated
degree bound; for Zippel’s algorithm it is S Z = ΣNi=1n
(est.)
i n
2
i (monic case). The overestimation
of GCD degree bounds by a factor of 2 thus leads to a 2(N−1)-fold increase in the amount of
performed calculations for Brown’s and 2-fold for Zippel’s algorithms. All these extra calculations
are redundant. To get rid of them (and thereby significantly speed up the average case) Rings tries
to substitute some values for all variables except the i-th one and computes the univariate GCD
(very cheap). Doing this for each i, a very strict GCD degree bounds are obtained (and a trivial
GCD is discovered already at this step in most cases). For polynomials over Z, evaluation at
random integer points may be already quite expensive (very large numbers may appear), so in
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this case univariate GCDs are evaluated modulo some prime number, which still gives quite strict
bounds in practice.
Obtaining strict degree bounds may be also very helpful in some special cases. For example,
it is not rare that the estimated degree bound for some i-th variable is zero (while this variable
may still appear in both input polynomials). In this case one can compute GCD gcd(a, b) ∈
R[x1, . . . , xN] as gcd({a˜ j}, {b˜ j}) where {a˜ j} and {b˜ j} are sets of coefficients of a and b considered
as polynomials in R[x1, . . . , xi−1, xi+1, . . . , xN][xi]. These coefficients are smaller and have (N − 1)
variables, so pairwise GCDs are much faster. Moreover, the GCD of several polynomials is in fact
as fast as the GCD of a single pair: one can take e.g. the first polynomial in sequence and compute
its GCD with the sum of all other polynomials — in most cases this will be the correct answer (for
details see Section 6.9 of [17]).
Another important trick concerns representation of polynomials and fast evaluation. For sparse
problems and sparse algorithms (e.g. Zippel-like) the sparse distributed representation of polyno-
mials is very beneficial. However, evaluation of huge polynomials (with millions of terms) in
sparse representation is very slow. This slow evaluation may become a real bottleneck in some
GCD algorithms. To overcome this, in case of huge inputs Rings may switch to a sparse recur-
sive representation and apply fast Horner rule for polynomial evaluation. This trick has especially
high performance impact in case of Zippel-like algorithms, where several evaluations of the same
polynomial but with different value substitutions performed: one can compute sparse recursive
representation once (computationally expensive) and then use it every time for evaluation (very
fast).
The main idea of most multivariate factorization algorithms is simple: substitute some values
for all variables but one, then perform univariate factorization and finally reconstruct multivariate
factors with the use of Hensel lifting (lift from univariate factors to multivariate). The differences
between algorithms lies in the details. In particular, the common problem, which is addressed
differently by different algorithms, is that for efficient Hensel lifting it is required to precompute
somehow the leading coefficients of true multivariate factors. Rings uses the idea proposed by
Kaltofen [50], with major modifications due to Lee [51]. First, the multivariate case is reduced
to bivariate by substituting all but two variables with some random values (actually, Rings does
several substitutions for different sets of variables to obtain more information about factorization
pattern). For factoring bivariate polynomials, the very efficient Bernardin algorithm [52, 53] is
used. Additionally, Rings performs some fast early checks based on Newton polygons to ensure
that there is a nontrivial factorization [54]. Then the leading coefficients of true multivariate factors
are precomputed based on the square-free decomposition of the leading coefficient of the initial
polynomial (while in the original Kaltofen paper the distinct-variable decomposition was used).
The final Hensel lifting is then done via a Zippel-like sparse method: instead of using variable-
by-variable dense ideal-adic interpolation, the problem of lifting is reduced to a system of (in
general non-linear) equations which may be solved efficiently in many cases. If it is not possible
to solve the system with the available methods, Rings switches to the standard ideal-adic Hensel
lifting algorithm. The latter one is also optimized by using the quasi-dense approach, which is a
generalization of Bernardin’s bivariate algorithm [52, 53, 51]. As a result, the final algorithm for
multivariate polynomial factorization implemented in Rings is quite efficient on both sparse and
dense inputs. Similar to the case of univariate factorization, there is one special bad case — bivari-
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ate Swinnerton-Dyer [40] polynomials — which have nontrivial univariate factorization (for any
value substituted for second variable) but still are irreducible. For these polynomials (which are
impossible to imagine occurring in practice) the Rings algorithm will degrade to O(2r) complex-
ity, r being the number of univariate factors. Again, the drawback may be fixed by the analog of
van Hoeij’s algorithm [41, 51] which uses LLL lattice reduction [42], but it is not implemented in
Rings yet. For factorization of polynomials over algebraic number fieldsQ(α) Rings uses Trager’s
algorithm [43].
Development of new efficient algorithms for computing Gro¨ebner bases is a very active re-
search area, and many new algorithms are proposed every year. Rings uses different algorithms
for computing Gro¨ebner bases of polynomial ideals, depending on monomial order and coefficient
ring used. In all algorithms the Gebauer–Moller installation [55, 56] of Buchberger criteria is ap-
plied. Gro¨ebner bases over finite fields for graded orders are computed with the use of Faugere’s
F4 algorithm [57] with fast sparse linear algebra [58] and simplification algorithm due to [59].
Gro¨ebner bases for non-graded orders are first computed with respect to some graded order and
then the “change of ordering algorithm” is applied. The latter one is based on Hilbert-driven meth-
ods [60] (with optional use of homogenization–dehomogenization steps). Gro¨ebner bases over Q
may either use F4 or Buchberger algorithm [61] directly or, in some cases, switch to modular
algorithm [62] (especially for small number of indeterminates). If the Hilbert–Poincare series of
ideal is known in advance, the Hilbert-driven algorithm [60, 63] will be used. If non of the above
cases apply, the plain Buchberger algorithm [61, 56, 63] is used. The latter may use either normal
syzygy selection strategy (for graded orders) or sugar strategy (e.g. for lexicographic order) [64].
5. Conclusion and future work
Rings is a high-performance and lightweight library for commutative algebra that provides both
basic methods for manipulating with polynomials and high-level methods including polynomial
GCD, factorization, and Gro¨ebner bases over sophisticated ground rings. Special attention in the
library is paid to high performance and a well-designed API. High performance is crucial for
today’s computational problems that arise in many research areas including high-energy physics,
commutative algebra, cryptography, etc. Rings ’ performance is similar or even unmatched in some
cases to many of advanced open-source and commercial software packages. The API provided by
the library allows to write short and expressive code on top of the library, using both object-
oriented and functional programming paradigms in a completely type-safe manner.
Some of the planned future work for Rings includes improvement of Gro¨bner bases algorithms
(better implementation of “change of ordering algorithm” and some special improvements for
polynomials overQ), optimization of univariate polynomials with more advanced methods for fast
multiplication, specific optimized implementation of GF(2, k) fields which are frequently arise in
cryptography, and better built-in support for polynomials over arbitrary-precision real numbers
(R[~X]) and over 64-bit machine floating-point numbers (R64[~X]).
Rings is an open-source library licensed under Apache 2.0. The source code and comprehen-
sive online manual can be found at http://ringsalgebra.io.
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